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	Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL Querying, 9780735623132 (0735623139), Microsoft Press, 2006
A comprehensive, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators, this book focuses on advanced querying techniques using Transact-SQL (T-SQL), the database programming language built into SQL Server. Includes code and table examples. 

       Key Book Benefits: 

	Delivers practical, hands-on guidance on sophisticated uses of T-SQL, including the differences between logical and physical processing, nesting of queries, and much more 
	Provides deep background information that helps developers optimize queries, aggregate data, and develop hierarchies and recursive queries 
	Helps promote mastery of T-SQL 
	Features numerous code and table examples, practical advice, logic puzzles, and best practices



About the Author
 The primary author, Itzik Ben-Gan, is a Principal Mentor and Founder of Solid Quality Learning. A SQL Server Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP) since 1999, Itzik has delivered dozens of training events across the U.S. and Europe focused on T-SQL programming, performance tuning and internals, administration, implementation, data warehousing, and online analytical processing (OLAP). An accomplished author, Itzik has written many articles for SQL Server Magazine, as well as articles and white papers for MSDN®. Itzik’s speaking activities have included Tech·Ed, DevWeek, PASS, SQL Server Connections, and SQLU Summits, to name a few.
Lubor Kollar is a program manager on the SQL Server team at Microsoft Corporation who focuses on optimization.  

Dejan Sarka is a Solid Quality Learning Associate Mentor.       
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How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003McGraw-Hill, 2004
Use this amazingly practical and powerful Microsoft Office application like a  pro with help from this all-inclusive guide. You’ll learn how to design and  customize electronic forms and easily integrate form data into a wide variety of  systems and applications. Create simple to complex forms and master the built-in  formatting options...


		

Dean's Analytical Chemistry Handbook (McGraw-Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2004
THE MOST USEFUL TOOL IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY  

  This comprehensive, up-to-date reference offers chemists and chemical engineers detailed coverage of the full range of analytical methods, including all conventional wet and instrumental techniques. It also provides information on the preliminary operations of analysis,...


		

Religious Responses to ModernityDe Gruyter, 2021

	
		The dawn of the modern age posed challenges to all of the world's religions and since then, religions have countered with challenges to modernity. In Religious Responses to Modernity, seven leading scholars from Germany and Israel explore specific instances of the face-off between religious thought and modernity, in Christianity,...






	

Cisco NAC Appliance: Enforcing Host Security with Clean Access (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Almost every contemporary corporation and organization has acquired and deployed security solutions or mechanisms to keep its networks and data secure. Hardware and software tools such as firewalls, network-based intrusion prevention systems, antivirus and antispam packages, host-based intrusion prevention solutions, and...

		

Mutual Fund Industry Handbook : A Comprehensive Guide for Investment ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A behind-the-scenes look at the mutual fund industry    

With more than 8,000 funds, more than $8 trillion in assets, and more than 87 million individual investors at the end of 2004, mutual funds—professionally managed pooled investment vehicles that give people the opportunity to participate in the securities market without...


		

American Medical Association Complete Guide to Men's HealthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Here from the American Medical Association—the most trusted name in health—is the first comprehensive, up-to-date guidebook to help men and their loved ones understand the male body and learn how men can achieve their optimal level of health and fitness.
Giving you the most current medical knowledge on prevention as well as...
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